Two irresistible shopping packages from Mövenpick
Hotel Istanbul.
The legendary city of Istanbul will be transformed into a shopping
paradise. Starting in 9 June until 29 June 2012, the city will host an
international mega shopping event whilst locals and visitors can
enjoy discounted, tax free and late night shopping with
entertainment options like street carnivals, parties, contests and
fashion shows.
Located in the heart of Istanbul’s chic shopping district, the Mövenpick Hotel Istanbul offers an
exclusive shopping package that provides twenty percent discount for the guests who book two
nights at the hotel from 9 to 29 June 2012, valid from Thursday to Sunday.
The special shopping package also features unique privileges including a glass of sparkling wine, ten
percent discount at the hotel's own restaurant and bars, complimentary shuttle service to ?stinyePark
Shopping Mall, free entrance to the Observation Deck located at ?stanbul Sapphire with a stunning
360 degree view of the city from a height of 236 metres. Further benefits are free entrance to the
staggering Skyride simulation that offers a 4D adventure with a helicopter ride over ?stanbul,
complimentary tickets to the Wax Museum in the ?stanbul Sapphire Shopping Mall, just few steps
away from the hotel. And what better ease is there than a complimentary foot massage to after a long
shopping day. Rates start as of EUR 300 for two nights' for a superior double room.
A shopping tale in Istanbul and Dubai.
To make the shopping experience even more extravagant, the Mövenpick Hotel Istanbul has created
the tantalizing "Istanbul and Dubai Shopping Package": Those shopaholics who cannot get enough,
will enjoy two nights' in the elegant Skyline Suite with its own Jacuzzi, a relaxing 90 minute gold
massage done by using special oils with gold particles after a long day of shopping - as a special gift,
two return tickets from Istanbul or Ankara to Dubai with Qatar Airways to attend the Dubai Shopping
Festival on January 2013. Guests will stay three nights in a double room at the Mövenpick Hotel Deira
inclusive of breakfast to discover the shopper's paradise of the Middle East. This ultimate shopping
package is priced at EUR 1800 for two nights.
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